GETTING DIGITAL
Social Media and Digital Marketing For Your Practice

WHAT DOES IT MEAN
TO GO SOCIAL / DIGITAL?
It’s no secret that social media and web-based technologies have changed the way we live and
work. We have the option to be constantly connected at any time of the day – whether we need
to search, shop, work, find local information and directions, or even catch-up with friends.

Smartphones are now the “norm” – 46 percent of Americans
now have a smartphone, and it’s projected by Forrester
Research that by 2016 there will be 1 billion smartphones
users worldwide (with 257 million of them in the U.S.)

Social media jargon like “ReTweet” and “Follower” are now in
the Oxford English Dictionary

65 percent of online adults use social networking sites,
according to Pew Research Center

April 16 is now observed around the world as Foursquare Day
– the first, global social media holiday

As a business owner, having a
strong online presence is essential
to meeting the needs of your
patients.
Are you easily searchable online?
When you “Google” your business
or practice name, what shows up?
There are social media sites and
digital marketing tools available
that anyone (regardless of
experience or budget) can use to
grow their web presence and
expand their marketing efforts, and
ultimately, connect better with
patients and consumers.

“

“

Having a social media presence
gives you a greater presence
across the board. Not to mention
it’s free and always open.
Everyone is searching online and
your social reputation is
important. If you don’t control it,
someone else will.”
MaryAnne Murphy, O.D.
Front Range Eye Associates
Broomfield, CO

It's not just about younger patients anymore. I had an 87 year-old
patient complaining about his near and intermediate vision. When I
asked him specifically which tasks were giving him trouble, the patient
responded that he was having a hard time seeing his Facebook page.”
Joseph Smay, O.D.
Family Eye Care
New Kensington, PA
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FIRST,
A LITTLE BACKGROUND
Put simply, social media is a form of digital communication, through
which individuals can form online communities of similar interests
and share information and ideas. Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
YouTube, Foursquare, Yelp, Pinterest, Wikipedia and blogs are some
of the most popular forms of social media.
Social media has shifted the role of the influencer from the journalist
or traditional media outlet to each and every user. It has become a
powerful business tool, especially because of its viral component.
For example, users can easily re-post or share content – increasing
the number of people that learn about a product or message
through a post, comment or video.
Digital marketing is using electronic or digital media – such as email,
websites and ‘apps’ – with mobile devices – such as smart phones,
iPods and tablets –to promote products, services and messages to
an audience. Mobile marketing is an area that is rapidly growing –
already becoming a category in itself – as more and more people
spend time, conduct business and complete other everyday tasks
on their smart phones and tablet devices.
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APPLYING DIGITAL
AND SOCIAL TO… OPTICAL
Not only are your family and friends using these platforms, but
your industry peers, patients – and potential patients – are also
busy blogging, emailing, Tweeting and Facebooking. With
these sites and communication tools, you have an opportunity
to connect with patients beyond the exam room or dispensary.
Similar to one-on-one patient conversations in the office, social media
also revolves around conversations that require both talking and
listening from the eyecare professional. Ask and answer questions,
offer your opinions and demonstrate your expertise by sharing eye
health tips and recommendations through posts and comments.

“

Maybe you’re looking for a completely new way to encourage people to
think about their eye health and their next appointment with you. Think
about creating custom emails that can be sent to patients to remind
them about upcoming appointments or promotions. Location-based
programs like Foursquare can help you create a new loyalty reward
program, or QR (quick response) codes – those crazy-looking bar codes
you see around – can be placed on advertisements or direct mail pieces
to give people an easy way to find you online.

I don't just have one office anymore.
I have a physical one and a virtual one
that is just as important."
Eric White, O.D.
Complete Family Vision Care
San Diego, CA
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PUTTING YOUR PRACTICE
ON THE SOCIAL/DIGITAL MAP
It’s important to note that social media and digital marketing isn’t meant to replace all of the marketing and communications efforts
you’re already implementing for your business. Many of your tactics may be already working for you – so no need to revamp your
entire plan for the year just yet. These sites and resources should be used to add value to your marketing strategies – helping you
expand your reach and giving you one more way to connect with your patients.

GETTING STARTED
See what’s already out there.

Come up with a plan.

It’s safe to say that many of your patients and potential patients will search
for your business using a search engine, like Google or Bing, before making
an appointment. Be sure they are finding accurate information about your
business – especially your contact information. Additionally, sites like Yelp,
GoogleMaps, Healthgrades, Wellness and DoctorsDig not only list contact
information, but offer a forum for patients to post reviews. It’s a good idea
to keep an eye on these sites to monitor any positive or negative feedback.

You may want to meet with your staff to create a plan for integrating these
new digital tools.

Evaluate which tools are right for you.
It’s easy to get overwhelmed with all the tools that exist. Don’t create a
Twitter account just because the guy sitting next to you in your Vision
Expo East class has one. Do some research and ask your patients which
social media sites they use. How many of them have smart phones? What
are your staff members using? How much time do you and your staff have
to dedicate to these tools? (See pages X – X for an overview of the social
media and digital tools available.)

INT R O • D I G I TAL I D E N T I T Y

Refer to your overall marketing plan for the year, to identify promotions or
campaigns that you can further promote to your patient base through emails
or posts.
Ask your staff for ideas on what content you should post about to attract new
followers and keep them engaged. Bring it up during monthly or weekly
meeting to keep content fresh.
Agree on a structure and schedule for updating and posting content on social
media sites. Who will post (one person vs. the entire staff) and how often do
you want to post? Who will monitor these sites and respond to inquiries?

Share the news.
Be excited about your decision to try these new tools and make sure your
patients know about it. Ask them if they’re on Facebook or how they want
to receive information from you. Remember you’re doing all of this to
better connect with them.
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SOCIAL AND DIGITAL TOOLS –
DETERMINING WHAT’S RIGHT
FOR MY BUSINESS

S OC I A L & D I GI TA L TO O L S
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Facebook
With over 900 million users worldwide, Facebook
is the most widely used social media network. It is
likely where most of your patients, business
partners, employees and community members are
spending their time on the web. If your practice is
just entering the social media community, we
suggest starting with a Facebook page.
HOW IT WORKS:
A Facebook page for your practice will allow you and
designated administrators (other people using the page in
your office) to share content – such as promotions, photos,
videos, office hours, history and more – in your ‘About’ section
and on your ‘Timeline.’ If you are the creator of the page, you
will be the main administrator, but you can add others,
allowing them to post as the practice instead of as themselves
personally. You and the other admins will also be able to share
articles about eye health and or new products and follow
optical companies, organizations and local community pages
by ‘liking’ those pages from the practice page as well.

“

You don’t want the advertising you put on Facebook to
be too obvious (“come in, our lenses are on sale”). It’s
not the appropriate platform for that type of thing.”

If you already have a personal Facebook
page, you’ll want to create a separate page
for your business.

IT’S EASY TO GET STARTED:
STEP 1:
Visit Facebook.com and click the bottom menu
item titled Create a Page.
STEP 2:
Select your business type. Eyecare businesses
typically fall under Local Business or Place, but you
may fall under Company, Organization or
Institution.
STEP 3:
Fill in some details about your business (such as
category, name, and contact information) and
agree to Facebook Pages Terms.
STEP 4:
Create your page. Upload a profile pictureand fill in
other details, including a basic description and link
to your website.
STEP 5:
Facebook will show you your new page and offer
you tips on other things you may like to add. You
can also view Insights data – or information about
your page traffic and visitors – from your page
after you receive 30 Likes. For ideas on optimizing
your page, check out the Facebook for Business
guide at: Facebook.com/Business

MaryAnne Murphy, O.D.
Front Range Eye Associates
Broomfield, CO
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Facebook Terms
& Tips
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1. TIMELINE
Facebook’s newest tool replaces the ‘wall’ and allows you to
create a chronological profile of events at your practice. You
can also add other important events (called Milestones) and
photos that predate Facebook to create a digital history of your
practice. So dust off those old photo albums!
2. COVER PHOTO
Add a banner photo that defines your practice. It could be your
storefront or a tastefully funny photo of your staff. Be creative!
3. PLACES
By adding your practice’s physical address in your ‘About’
section, visitors and employees can check-in to your office on
their smart phones. Everyone who checks in will then be telling
their friends where they are, which can lead to some viral buzz
for your practice. Simple signage can encourage your patients
to check-in when they arrive at your practice.
4. STATUS UPDATES
The field at the top of your page that asks “What’s on your
mind?” is where you can post information, share videos or
upload photos.
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5. NEWSFEED
Your newsfeed is the customized page where you will find
information from the pages you ‘like’ displayed in realtime. You
can access it by clicking the Facebook logo in the upper
left-hand corner at any time.
6. QUESTIONS
Survey your patients on Facebook about their favorite frames,
lenses or sunwear by asking a Facebook Question.
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Twitter
Twitter is a casual and conversational web-based and mobile application
that allows users to share links, thoughts and photos, and engage in
conversation in posts that are 140 characters or less – called Tweets.
HOW IT WORKS:

While Twitter does have a private direct messaging function, the majority of content
shared on the platform is public – meaning even users you are not connected to have
the potential to see content you produce. The most common users who will see your
content are your followers. Often times, Twitter users will follow you if you follow them
first, which is a great way to get your numbers up. You can also build an audience by
following eyecare experts, optical companies (like @Transitions), optical media
publications and other users you may be interested in and mentioning their handles
(or usernames) in the form of a question or by replying to one of their Tweets.

You can also add ‘hashtags’ – such as #eyehealth or #MySight – to your tweets,
making them more searchable for other users.
Because Twitter is a constant feed that rapidly changes, you may want to use an
additional tool with your account to more easily monitor relevant hashtags, lists and
more. Some popular applications include TweetDeck and HootSuite, which are both
free and easy to download. You can also use URL shorteners to keep your character
count down on Twitter and track how many people click on each link you distribute,
which is a great way to discover what content is working for you. Popular link
shorteners include TinyURL.com and Bitly.com.

S O C IA L TO O L S • T W I T T E R
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LinkedIn
LinkedIn is a professional networking site that allows
users to display their credentials, receive references,
join professional groups and more. It also allows
companies and organizations to create pages that
can be followed by individual users.
HOW IT WORKS:
Like Facebook, LinkedIn provides a feed of information from users
you are connected with. Before adding someone as a connection,
however, professionals are prompted to identify how they know
each other. You can also join groups, catch up with colleagues,
learn about new developments in the optical industry and even
post job openings on your company page.

S O C IA L TO O L S • L I NK E D I N
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YouTube
YouTube is a platform that allows users
to upload, share and view videos on
the web or via mobile applications.
HOW IT WORKS:
You can create a ‘channel’ for your practice that
features television advertisements, tips on eye
health and demonstrational videos for other
professionals. By tagging the video with
relevant terms – such as ‘eye exam’ or your
practice name – professional users and your
patients will be able to find your content more
easily. You can also link to specific videos on
your page through other social media outlets,
such as Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn or
embed videos on your website.

S O C IA L TO O L S • YO U T U B E
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Other Social Tools (There’s More!)
While the social tools covered are currently the most prominent
and widely used, using other outlets could help you connect with
patients, too. And if the brief past of social media is any indication,
it shouldn’t strike you as a surprise that new ones will continue to
be added. Be sure to check out some of the other platforms and
outlets currently getting some favorable buzz. These include photo
and video sharing applications, Pinterest and Instagram, location
based apps like Foursquare, and Facebook-competitor, Google+.
You may also want to familiarize some blogging tools, such as WordPress or
Blogger. Blogs can be an effective and easy way to share additional information,
educational tools and resources with patients and other professionals.

People use Foursquare to ‘check in’ on their phones and share where
they are – and you can be a part of that with a Foursquare Business
Page. Creating a ‘Special’ or promotion (for free) allows you to reward
patients who check in when they are at your practice with a deal,
discount or digital punch-card.

S O C IA L TO O L S • T H E RE ’ S M O RE !

“

When our patients check in at
our office via Foursquare, it is
THEIR friends who see this and
potentially could become
interested. As with most social
media, it is free advertising, but
coming from a friend, it is more
reliable.”
Allan Smith, O.D.
English Rows Eye Care
Naperville, IL
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Online Daily Deal Sites
Daily deal sites, such as Groupon, LivingSocial, Google Offers and Signpost, offer
merchants an opportunity to distribute an online coupon or deal to a list of
subscribers via email, download and mobile applications on smart phones or
tablets.
HOW THEY WORK:
As a merchant, many of the sites collaborate with you to create a deal that applies to your business.
The deal can then be released instantly or on a specific date – depending on what service you are
using – driving new customers to your practice.
It’s important to be aware of the advantages and disadvantages of these sites. Many of them require
discounts that initially cut into profits, but they have the potential to bring new customers through
your door. If these customers enjoy their experience, they will probably come back again. Take some
time to talk through the activation process with your staff to ensure a smooth transaction, too.

“

Our practice has offered deals through Groupon and
Living Social, which drove a large number of new
customers/patients to our location.”
Joseph Smay, O.D.
Family Eye Care
New Kensington, PA

D I G ITA L TO O L S • DA I LY D E A L S
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QR Codes
QR – or Quick Response – Codes are two-dimensional bar
codes that can be scanned by mobile devices containing a
camera, such as a smart phone.
HOW THEY WORK:
You can create a custom QR Code for your practice using one of the many
available online QR Code generators – such as ZXing Project or Delivr – to
direct traffic to your practice’s mobile website, Facebook page or other
online content.
By placing QR Codes on print advertisements, brochures and literature
around your practice, you can supply your current and prospective patients
with supplemental information and perhaps, if your website has the
capability, allow them to instantly book appointments at your practice.

D I G ITA L TO O L S • Q R CO D E S
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Mobile Applications
Mobile applications – frequently referred to as ‘apps’—are
software programs designed for popular platforms, such as
iPhone or Google Android, that can be downloaded to a user’s
cell phone for a variety of customizable uses.
HOW THEY WORK:
A user can discover a mobile application by searching a platform’s database
– like the Google Play Store (formerly Android Marketplace) or the Apple App
Store – on their smart phone or tablet. Apps are often promoted in print and
television ads, on websites and by word-of-mouth. In most cases, customized
applications will require you to hire a developer and designer, which can be an
extra investment. Many social media outlets, such as LinkedIn, Twitter and
Facebook, and medical organizations have mobile applications available for
smart phones and tablets, so you – like your patients – can respond to posts
and track buzz about your practice anytime, anywhere.

Apps for eye health. Applications like the Advanced Vision Test (Android),
Vision Test (iPhone), Ophthalmology Glossary (Android & iPhone), AMD Eye
App (Android & iPhone) and Optometry (Android) can be instrumental in
educating patients about their eye health – teaching them terms and allowing
them to measure their vision acuity on the Snellen chart. All are available at
little or no cost and can also be used to interact with patients on devices like
tablets right in your office.

D I G I TA L TO O L S • M O B I LE A P P L I CAT I O N S
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Email Marketing Services
Email marketing services, such as MailChimp or ConstantContact, provide
users who do not have a background in web design with the ability to
create and send custom emails to a list of subscribers.
There are also industry-focused online services that offer distribution
capabilities as well as pre-written articles and content that you can
choose from to enhance to your e-newsletters. Consider looking into sites
like Demandforce, EyeCarePro and Websystem3 to learn more.
HOW THEY WORK:
After creating an account for your practice, you will be guided through the entire
email distribution process – from choosing a layout and content to uploading a list
and clicking send. When you gather contact information from your patients, ask
them if they’d like to receive appointment reminders or additional information from
your office via email. If the answer is yes, add them to your distribution list.

“

The email service we use, Websystem3, allows us to add customized
specials and deals – saving my staff the time of developing the
content while still providing our patients with valuable information
on eye health and promotions my practice is offering.”
Troy LeBaron, O.D.
Professional Eyecare of West Michigan
Grand Rapids, MI

D I G I TA L TO O L S • E M A I L M A RK E T I N G S E RVI C ES
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Text Message
Reminder Services
These services – which are free or low-cost – allow your staff
to enter a message that can be sent to mobile phones.
HOW THEY WORK:
Your staff can enter a personalized message, including details like the patient’s name,
appointment time and more, and send it to the patient’s mobile phone to remind them of
appointments, notifying them their eyeglasses are ready for pickup or to encourage them to
schedule another appointment. You can also send out a mass message via short message
service (SMS) about in-office promotions. While some services are free, you should be
careful to review terms and conditions, as many might send spam advertising to your
contact database as compensation. ReRemind and ClientTell are two of many options
available at low cost.

D I G I TA L TO O L S • T E X T M E SSAG I N G
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BEST PRACTICES

Some do’s and don’ts that you’ll be glad you knew.
Stay Professional
While the web and social media is great for sharing thoughts and opinions,
remember that it you are by no means anonymous. Plus, once you post something,
it may live forever, even if you take it down. Be yourself and be conversational – but
content on your practice’s page should always be professionally appropriate. You
can also keep your personal life and professional life separate online by making sure
privacy settings – such as those available on Facebook – are up-to-date on your
personal page.
Can You Hear Me Out There?
Listening to what current and past patients are saying about your business and
services is key. In addition to keeping tabs on your pages, tools like Social Mention
and Google Alerts are online tracking tools you can use to view recent mentions of
your business. How businesses respond to positive – and negative – reviews is what
sets the great businesses apart from the good ones. Address any concerns right
away by letting them know you’re listening and want to help.
Tag, You’re It
Search engine optimization (SEO) refers to techniques used to increase a website
or social media profile’s visibility on search engines (Google, Yahoo!, Bing) by
associating the site with relevant search words or phrases. Use labeled and branded
content on your sites as often as possible.Take advantage of tagging features – like
tagging groups or followers on Facebook (type in the @ symbol before their name
and their page should pop up) or using a #hashtag to link your tweet to a trending
topic – so that your content is easy for patients to find.
Post Regularly; Share Often
Do your best to share content that you think your customers, colleagues, other
companies will find interesting. Also, keep in mind that regularity often depends on
the outlet. For example, 1-2 posts a week might be sufficient for Facebook, but the
rapid nature of Twitter will require at least one Tweet a day to remain visible to most
followers.

BE ST P RAC T I C E S

Sharing is Caring
Find other like-minded organizations and people – such as other local healthcare
offices and charity organizations – to join conversations and re-share their content
with your followers. You may be able to plug each other’s business efforts through
your posts, offer a cross-promotion, or take advantage of sponsoring another
business or community event. Use digital tools to foster the relationships you
already have and expand your network.
Avoid the Spam Box
Using the word “free” or writing an email subject line with all uppercase letters and
exclamation points could cause your email to end up in your patient’s spam inbox.
Effective subject lines are concise, creative and informative.
Monitor Your Success.
Wondering if you’re connecting with patients – and if these tools are helping to
drive them to your practice? Whether you’re a first-time or experienced user, there
are many free monitoring tools you can use to track performance.

Facebook provides admins with Facebook Insights, which are metrics on the traffic
numbers and engagement details of your page and posts. Google Analytics allows
you to monitor visitors to your practice’s website; and almost all email marketing
services include activity reports that analyze who is opening your emails and what
they’re clicking on.
You can also see what people are saying about you online and analyze what your
competitors are doing by setting up Google Alerts with customized search terms.
This service will alert you weekly, daily or as-it-happens when the search terms
you’ve selected appear online. You can also monitor and improve your social media
success with paid tools like Alterian SM2 and Wildfire.
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WHAT’S NEXT
FOR SOCIAL MEDIA /
DIGITAL MARKETING?
The frequent changes to Facebook over the past several years are a
prime example of how social media is becoming – well, even more
social. The rapid progression of digital technology has led us from
interacting with each other through chat software on desktops a
decade ago to having multiple social and digital tools in the palm of
our hands.
Just think, in a few years, you might have custom mobile applications
for your patients to set up appointments and view their prescription
data. Or, for patients to be able to find your practice through
augmented reality glasses (seriously!). Because the social and digital
landscape is such a crowded marketplace, it will always be important
to learn about the latest tools, evaluate them and decide what is best
for keeping in touch with your patients.
One thing is for certain: no one can predict what the digital future will
bring! Fortunately, there are several web resources that offer news
and advice on the latest trends and sites.

W H AT ’ S N E X T ?

Mashable
A website and blog about social media, Mashable is considered one of the most
valuable resources on the latest trends. The site pulls together articles and news on
web technology, and provides how-to guides for users and small businesses. If you
‘like’ Mashable on Facebook or follow @Mashable on Twitter, you’ll get updates
several times a day. Mashable.com
Social Media Examiner
A free online magazine designed to help businesses make the most of their social
media accounts, Social Media Examiner offer case studies, tutorials, expert
interviews and even some fun findings. SocialMediaExaminer.com
Open Forum
This online community from American Express OPEN provides articles, podcasts and
videos on a broad range of topics to give business owners information and insights
to build their businesses. Follow @OPENForum on Twitter for the latest headlines.
You can also nominate yourself for OPEN Forum PulseSM, which brings together the
Twitter feeds of some of the most-followed business owners and industry leaders, by
visiting. Pulse.OPENForum.com
NFIB
The National Federation of Independent Business shares articles from members and
experts on the best practices for optimizing your social media efforts under its
Marketing & Advertising section. Follow @NFIB on Twitter or ‘like’ them on Facebook
for the latest trends. NFIB.com
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